Women Deliver 2019

WIN 500 USD to join
WALK THE TALK
in New York City

#wd2019
#ThePowerOf

ONE NIGHT ONLY

At the World Health Organization (WHO) Event
“Every Country Can Eliminate Cervical Cancer”

DATE: Tuesday, June 4, 2019
TIME: 20.00-22.00 (8-10 PM)
LOCATION: West Meeting Room 205-207, Level 2

For Additional Details Visit Us at
WHO booth # 367  https://giahc.org/WD/WHO/UN.html PAHO booth#374

PRIZE DRAW
HOSTED BY

JUNE 4
Every two minutes a woman dies of cervical cancer - a preventable and treatable disease.

**Solutions exist to end this cancer now!**

Join the global movement to eliminate cervical cancer.

Win 500 USD contribution to your advocacy work at the United Nations General Assembly:

The first Walk the Talk event was introduced by WHO Director General in the lead up to the World Health Assembly in 2018. In 2019, Walk the Talk will be extended to Central Park, New York City on Sunday, the 22nd of September. We are offering a prize to the best advocacy idea to attendees of Women Deliver only.

To apply, please complete the details below and return at the June 4th event or, at the WHO (#367) or PAHO (#374) booths by **5pm, on Wednesday, June 5, 2019**.

1. Applications will be available at the June 4th event
2. At the WHO (#367) and PAHO (#374) booths.
3. You may also print the application ahead of time at [https://giahc.org/WD/WHO/UN.html](https://giahc.org/WD/WHO/UN.html)

Only one application per person will be accepted. The winner of the 500 USD cash prize will be selected by June 20th, 2019 and informed per email by UICC. The award will be made by bank transfer only. UICC and GIAHC are not liable for any consequences resulting from acceptance of this award and are not responsible for any travel or registrations associated with the trip to New York City.

To apply, please complete the following before submitting:

Name: ________________________________

Email: ________________________________

Your ideas:

Visual for cervix: ________________________________

________________________________________

Messaging: ________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

☐ I want to be entered for the prize draw, For Walk the Talk, New York

How I will use my trip to NYC: ________________________________

________________________________________

---
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